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Abstract
The creation of realistic virtual terrain has been a longstanding computer
graphics problem, as terrain will form the backdrop of any virtual world. Ap
proaches to this problem to date have taken one of two approaches: either
fractally generating landscapes, or simulating the processes of water and ther
mal erosion. I have developed a new method to synthesize virtual landscapes,
by simulating some of the geological forces that create real-world landscapes
I model the collision and deformation of simulated tectonic plates, and cre
ate features that mimic those found along real-world plate boundaries. This
is achieved through the use of a meshless object representation subjected to
physically-based forces, using existing techniques for accurately modeling stress
and strain in solid objects.
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1 Introduction
One of the ongoing challenges in computer graphics is the synthesis of realistic arti
ficial landscapes. The rendering of such landscapes is a core component of a realistic
virtual world, and methods for designing and synthesizing realistic terrain are re
quired in order to create worlds that are both original and believable. The traditional
method of creating such landscapes is through hand-crafted or randomly-generated
height fields. More recently, attempts have been made to automate this synthesis
by simulating the forces that shape landscapes in the real world. Broadly speaking,
these forces can be broken into two groups: erosion and tectonics. Efforts to date,
such as [13, 14], have focused exclusively on the former. Erosion by wind or water is,
after all, the most visible force shaping the land around us. The landscape features
shaped by erosion, however, are first placed there by other forces, most often those
generated by tectonic activity. However, there seem to have been no published efforts
to simulate plate tectonic action for computer graphics purposes.
I have developed a new method of generating synthetic terrain, based on a model
of colliding continental plates. The basic computational mechanisms required to cre
ate such a model have already been the subject of much computer graphics research.
There are many published techniques for modeling the collision and realistic defor
mation of objects, and the geologic processes that underlie plate tectonics suggest a
way of applying these physically-based techniques to the problem of generating syn
thetic terrain. In this paper describe the method by which I simulate tectonic plate
collisions, and present some results of my simulation.
1.1 Previous Work
Terrain synthesis has traditionally been posed as a matter of generating height fields.
two-dimensional grayscale images for which high color value corresponds to high alti
tude in the final rendering. Height fields can be constructed by hand or procedurally,
in the latter case usually by pseudorandom noise or fractal-inspired[l8] methods.
Only a few attempts have been made to generate terrain by simulating physical
processes. Kelley, Malin, and Nielson propose one of the first geologically-based
models in [14]; their method models erosion due to stream networks and drainage
basins. In [13], Ken Musgrave et al begin with fractal terrain, and apply physically-
based models of hydraulic and thermal erosion to produce more naturalistic results
than a fractal method alone can achieve. [15] extends [13]'s model of thermal erosion
by applying it to a layered data structure instead of the traditional height field,
simulating the layers of various rock types that compose the Earth's surface.
Mesh-based physical models of object deformation were pioneered by the authors
of [17], and extended to handle a range of deformation types including elastic deforma
tion, plastic deformation, and fracture. A great many methods have been presented
in the years since, such as the cloth-rendering techniques presented in [8] and the
real-time, Finite Element Method techniques of [6]. Mesh-free methods are a more
recent development, beginning with [9, 10]. These methods have an advantage over
mesh-based methods in their ability to accurately simulate the behavior of volumes.
Because they contain no explicit connectivity information, mesh-free methods can
also handle large deformations more easily than mesh-based ones.
The work presented here draws upon the meshless, point-sample-based methods
developed by Pauly, Reiser, Miiller, and others in [1, 5, 16]. Their methods are
extended in [2] to handle collision of point-based objects, and to realistic modeling of
fracturing surfaces in [3].
1.2 Goals
I present a novel, physically-inspired method of building artificial terrain. Com
puter animation techniques for physically accurate simulation of deforming objects
have been a subject of research for many years now, and I demonstrate how those
techniques can be applied to the problem of terrain generation. The key lies in the
geological process of plate tectonics, which drives the creation of large-scale landscape
features in the real world. The system I present can be used as a first step in modeling
a physically based, realistic landscape, as it outputs height field images that could
then be refined through use of erosion simulations like [13, 14].
2 Analysis
The method I present here draws on a number of existing geological and physical
principles, as well as previous computer graphics techniques. In this section I discuss
the underpinnings of the problem of simulating plate tectonics, beginning with a
discussion of the theory of plate tectonics itself and proceeding onto the physics of
deformation and the components of the meshless object model I have chosen.
2.1 Geological Background
The theory of plate tectonics proposes that the Earth's surface is composed of a
number of distinct, rigid rocky plates. These plates "float" on deeper layers of rock
with more fluid-like behavior, and are driven to collide with or move away from one
another by the internal forces of this fluid layer. They behave in a manner analogous
to a fragmented layer of ice atop a pond; each plate is a distinct object that under most
circumstances is easier to move as a whole than to deform[ll]. For the purposes of
this thesis, I am concerned with modeling the behavior of the rigid upper layer, rather
than with the source of the forces which drive its motion. The geological structure of
the Earth's layers and the various kinds of plate boundaries are illustrated in Figure
1.
Figure 1: Layers of the Earth and plate boundaries[12]
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2.1.1 Layers of the Earth
Geologists divide the Earth into several layers, only a few of which are relevant here.
The most familiar division is that between the crust and mantle; this division is
based on the differing mineral composition of each layer. Alternately, the layers can
be divided based on their dynamics; it is this latter kind of division that is of interest
in plate tectonics. In this case, the plates themselves are composed of the rigid upper
layer, the lithosphere, which corresponds to the crust and portions of the upper mantle
in the composition model. Below the lithosphere is the more fluid athenosphere; while
composed of mostly solid rock, the heat and pressure acting on this layer is such that
it acts as if it were all of a single, fluid piece[ll]. The result of this mechanical division
is the ice-on-a-pond analogy mentioned earlier; the rigid plates remain separate and
are moved in relation to one another by forces created in the more fluid layer beneath
them.
The lithosphere is significantly thicker in some regions than others; specifically, it
is thinner in the oceans and much thicker beneath continents and mountain ranges.
The pressure and buoyancy provided by the athenosphere is relatively fixed, meaning
that wherever a plate's surface rises higher, a greater amount of lithospheric mass is
being pushed down into the athenosphere[ll].
2.1.2 Plate Interactions
It is the interaction between continental and oceanic plates that produces interesting
terrain features. The specifics of these interactions are ruled by a number of physical
factors such as plate thickness and density of the composite rocks, but they fall into
three broad categories.
Where two plates move parallel to one another, we find transform faults. Because
of the friction forces inherent in this motion and the rigid nature of their compo
nent materials, transform faults build up massive amounts of stress that is suddenly
released in the form of earthquakes.
Two plates moving away from one another allow athenospheric rock to rise to the
surface, where it quickly cools into new lithospheric matter. The resulting ridges are
often found on the ocean floor, where the lithosphere is thinnest; the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge is perhaps the most famous example.
The collision of plates creates the most visually interesting terrain features, and
is the focus of my model. When two plates meet in this manner, the lighter or
thinner one is typically forced beneath the thicker plate in a process called subduction.
Depending on whether each of the plates involved are oceanic or continental, this can
result in deep trenches along the subduction zone or the bunching up of lithospheric
rock into mountain ranges. The athenospheric rock displaced by the subducted plate
is also often pushed to the surface, creating volcanic activity. Subduction activity
has created striking features of the landscape in the real world, such as the Marianas
Trench, the Himalayan mountains and Tibetan plateau, and the Andes of South
Americaj12]. My work has focused on modelling this kind of interaction.
2.1.3 Driving Forces
The exact driving forces behind plate subduction are still a subject of research, but
the process is generally believed to be a combination of several forces including mantle
convection and slab pull\ll]. The first results from the fact that the athenosphere
is relatively fluid, and hotter the deeper one goes. This produces a convection effect
in which hot material bubbles up from below in the center of a region, then cools
and begins to fall back down (where it will eventually repeat the cycle). If a plate
boundary lies on the edge of one of the convection cells formed by this process,
the moving athenosphere will tend to carry its lithospheric passenger down with
it. Meanwhile, the center of the convection cell likely corresponds to a ridge where
new athenospheric rock is being pushed up, which means plates will tend to grow
outward from such regions. Slab pull results from a plate that has already begun to
subduct; the lithospheric rock composing the sinking plate is much denser than the
athenospheric rock surrounding it, and tends to sink. As a result, the remainder of
the plate on the surface will be pulled down into the trench as well.
The exact mechanism is not too important for my purposes, but the existence
of a downward pull along the plate boundary is. This force will contribute to the
formation of tectonic features, and is worth modeling.
2.2 Physical Background
For the purposes of matter on a large scale, it is often convenient to assume that it
is truly heterogeneous: we ignore the discrete nature of atoms and molecules, and
assume that physical properties such as mass, velocity, and the like are continuously
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distributed throughout space. The branch of physics based on this assumption is
continuum mechanics, and it provides the mathematics that can be used to accurately
model deformation in a volumetric object[19]. Properties such as force, velocity, and
displacement are modelled as continuous, 3-dimensional vector fields.
2.2.1 Types of Deformation
The deformation of solid objects is divided into three broad categories: elastic defor
mation, plastic deformation, and fracture. Objects that undergo elastic deformation
return to their original shape once the force that caused deformation is removed. On
the other hand, materials that deform in a plastic manner retain these changes in
shape even after the forces are removed. Objects that are sufficiently deformed will
fracture; that is, they will simply break instead of continuing to bend. In real-world
objects, there is a smooth transition from each kind of deformation to the next as the
amount of force being applied increases.
2.2.2 Strain and Stress
Two physical properties are used to define deformation in a solid object: stress (e) and
strainia). Stresses are forces acting on an object to change its shape; these include
whole-body forces like gravity, as well as forces which vary across the volume of an
object such as shear and compression force. Strain is the change in an object's shape
that results from applied stress. The relationship between these two values is shown
by an object's stress-strain curve (figure 2). For real-world objects, different degrees
of strain have different effects. On a continuum of increasing stress, most objects will
deform elastically only up to a certain point. Beyond that, they deform plasticly up
to another stress limit, at which point they fracture.
A common simplification is the assumption of a Hookean material. Hooke's law
states that strain is directly proportional to stress: a = Ce. In the three-dimensional
realm continuum mechanics, a and e are both rank two tensors, and can be repre
sented by 3x3 matrices. C is a constant that represents the resistance of an object
to deformation, and is a rank four tensor; it can be represented as a 6x6 matrix. Al
though no real material has a truly linear stress-strain curve, Hooke's law is accurate
over a wide range of stresses for many materials.
2.2.3 Material Stiffness
Not all materials deform equally in all directions. However, it is convenient to work
with an isotropically elastic material. Such materials deform equivalently along any
axis, and their stiffness tensor C has only two coefficients, '(Young's modulus) and
^(Poisson's ratio). In the case of an isotropic material, C can be computed as:
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Figure 2: A stress-strain curve.
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In order to make use of Hooke's law, we must also represent the stress and strain
tensors as 6-term vectors. We can do so as shown in [19]:
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Using this equivalency with Equation 1, the relationship between stress and strain
expands from a = Ce into:
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2.3 Point Cloud Representation
A relatively recent development in the modeling of deformable objects is the use of
point-clouds as the underlying object structure. This method discards the traditional
mesh, and by doing so avoids many of the difficulties inherent in updating such a mesh
in the face of large deformations. It separates the model into volumetric (phyxels) and
surface (surfels) componentsjl). The phyxels and surfels that compose an object's
representation are effectively point-samples of various continuous object properties.
Phyxels are so named because they model the physical properties of the object;
the properties of a phyxel i include position, mass, volume, density, and displacement.
This method has been shown to produce realistic flowing and reshaping of objects
in [1]. Surfels are maintained to represent the object's surface, and might contain
information such as color and surface normals necessary for rendering. In [2] the same
authors extend their surfel method to realistically simulate collision and friction forces
between two deformable objects, and in [3] they extend it again to model cracking
and fractures in the object surface.
I use phyxels very similarly to [1] for the my volume representation, but for rea
sons of performance take advantage of several simplifying assumptions for my surface
representation; these assumptions follow from the model of terrain as a height field,
which allows me to ignore parts of the surface that do not face "up". Instead of the
surface-based collision methods given in [2], I apply collision forces directly between
the phyxels.
2.3.1 Phyxels
Although each phyxel is only a single point, it actually represents some quantity of
matter; it is therefore important that I know the volume and density of that matter.
The mass of each phyxel is user-specified; that mass is then distributed around the
phyxel point according to a polynomial kernel. I use the normalized kernel function
W given in [1] (equation 3).
Figure 3 illustrates the shape of this kernel, using h = 3. Given two phyxels i and
j, at positions x and Xj, I can use W to calculate the value u)y = W(||xj Xj||, hi);
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Figure 3: The polynomial kernel W
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Wij will be used as a weight on several kinds of phyxel interactions. For now, as in
[1] the density at phyxel i can be computed as:
Pi Y, m3Wi3 (4)
That is, the density at any particular sample point combines the mass contribu
tions of all phyxels whose support radii encompass that point. The volume at phyxel
i is then Vi = rrti/pi. Although the mass is fixed, the volume and density can change
with the object's deformation and should be recalculated after each update for best
results (I have found this to have relatively little effect on the final result, so I leave
it as an optional parameter for potential performance reasons) .
2.3.2 Surfels
A distinct surface representation allows a point-cloud model to contain considerably
more detail than is computationally feasible with just phyxels. Each phyxel-based
object is initialized with a set of accompanying surfel points, which deform according
to the movements of nearby phyxels. Surfels do not have physical properties, but do
maintain rendering information such as a surface normal, color, and texture.
I found a simplified surface representation to be sufficient for my purposes, but
there are clear advantages in terms of quality to a more complete one, as shown in
[1, 2, 3]. Such complete representations require additional computation steps during
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each simulation update to maintain an even surface sampling and to preserve detail
under large deformation.
2.4 Spatial Hashing
Spatial hashing, described in [7], is a technique used for speeding collision detection
in a 3D world. It operates by dividing 3D space into a set of grid cells, each of length
I in each dimension. A point's grid location is then hashed into a single subscript.
The coordinates (x,y,z)of a point are first discretized into grid coordinates (i,j,k):
i = [x/l\ , j = [y/l\ , k [z/l\ . The grid coordinates are passed to a hash function
H:
H(i,j,k) = (vipixor j^xor fcps) modn (5)
For equation 5, I set px = 73856093, p2 = 19349663, and p3 = 83492791. These
may be any large, prime numbers; I opted to use those suggested in [7], The value n
is the size of the hash table. Each entry in the hashtable is actually a bin that may
contain a number of point objects (phyxels or surfels), and corresponds to a cell in
the 3D grid.
Detecting a possible collision under a spatial hashing scheme begins with deter
mining if the points under comparison hash to the same grid location. If they do not,
the two points are considered too distant to have any effect upon one another. If they
do, further tests can be applied based on their actual coordinates. This technique
allows us to drop distant points from consideration with relatively little computation.
3 Simulation
In this section, I describe the main simulation loop that drives my system. Stress and
strain are computed using continuum mechanics equations, and the resulting forces
are added to forces for plate motion and plate collision. The resulting displacement
of each phyxel then drives the movement of nearby surface elements (surfels).
3.1 Initialization
A number of parameters must be defined by the user before the simulation can start;
the details of this initialization process are left for section 4.2. I use two plate objects,
one of which is designated the subducting plate; I color the subducting plate red
and the other blue in my visualizations, and will refer to them as the red and blue
plates respectively for simplicity. The shape of these plates and their boundary is
user specified. Each plate is composed of a single material, defined by user-specified
elastic constants E and v.
The mass m and support radius h of the phyxels is also user specified, while the
volume v and density p of each phyxel is then computed from these values. The
user specifies the relative motion of the two plates with a single force vector g. Each
15
phyxel has a force fp applied to it to create this motion; for phyxels in the blue plate,
fp = |g, while for phyxels in the red plate fp = ^g.
3.2 Collision Testing and Response
My collision method is inspired by the surface-based collision forces used in [2], but
modified to operate on phyxels directly. Each of the two plates occupies the same set
of grid cells, so the first step in detecting a collision between them is to determine,
for each such cell, if that cell contains at least one phyxel from each plate. This test
is done using spatial hashing, as described above. Collision response operations are
then executed on a cell-by-cell basis, only for those cells which contain a potential
collision.
My method can be visualized as each phyxel radiating a repelling force that affects
only phyxels belonging to other objects. The forces created by any collision are scaled
by a spring constant ks and weighted by u^-; ks is a simulation constant that must
be specified by the user. Higher ks tends to create more spectacular collisions, but
depending on the values of g and h may cause large crevices to appear between the
plates. If ks is too low, the colliding plates may penetrate one another, which generally
causes the simulation to destabilize.
3.2.1 Collision Forces
The collision forces fc each phyxel applies to its colliding neighbors are scaled by the
dot product of x^; (the vector connecting the two phyxels under consideration) and
the plate force g. The forces are thus maximal for two phyxels being driven directly
at one another, and zero for phyxels moving perpendicularly.
For each red phyxel i, I consider all blue phyxels j in its neighborhood and apply
a linear repulsive force fc; from each blue phyxel, scaled by ks and Wif
f = Yl ksWijXji^ji g) (6)
3
Similarly, for each blue phyxel j, I consider all red phyxels i in its neighborhood
and apply a similar repulsive force fcy.
fcj = Yl -ksWijXjifai g) (7)
i
These forces will later be combined with the computed strain forces and certain
global forces to determine the change in acceleration of each phyxel for the current
time step.
3.2.2 Subduction Force
To simulate the effects of mantle convection and encourage the designated subducting
plate to be pulled downward, I apply an additional subducting force fs to phyxels in
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that plate. This force is each phyxel in the subducting plate that participates in a
collision; since it is scaled by w^, it increases for close colliding phyxels.
Isi / i^s^ij
0
-3.75
0
(x* g) (8)
This aids the formation of trenches along the plate boundary.
3.3 Volume Updates
As in [1], I consider for each phyxel i the influence of all phyxels j in the neighborhood
of i. The neighborhood of i contains every phyxel within the same 3D grid cell as
i within the support radius h of i, as determined by the spatial hashing technique
described in section 2.4. The position vector of phyxel i is denoted as x^.
3.3.1 Displacement
Using continuum mechanics, we are concerned with the three-dimensional displace
ment field u = (u,v,w)T applied to a volume sampled at coordinates x = (x,y,z)T .
For each of u, v, and w, we will need the spatial derivatives \/u, \/v, \jw at each
sample point in order to compute the strain. The full derivation is shown in [1]; here
it will suffice to say that this requires solving three equations of the form:
J2xij*[jWij V u = YKui ~ Ui)*ijWij (9)
In the above, Xy is computed from the positions of phyxels i and j as Xy = Xj Xj.
The 3x3 matrix A = \J2j XtjX.JjWij) is the moment matrix; it is fixed at each time
step for each pair of phyxels, and having been calculated once can be used to find
derivatives for each of u, v, and w. It follows from the above that if A is nonsingular,
for each derivative we have an equation of the form:
V =
A"1 Y(UJ ~ ui)xijwij (10)
A is singular if there are less than 4 phyxels in the neighborhood of i (including
i itself), or if those phyxels are co-planar or co-linear. This generally results from a
too-coarse sampling of the volume, but can also sometimes occur if phyxels are pushed
outside the bounds of the volume and into empty grid cells. To avoid the problems
caused by a singular A, we can invert A through use of Singular Value Decomposition
as shown in [20]. This method produces results that are close to accurate even in the
case of a singular matrix.
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3.3.2 Strain and Stress
To calculate strain, I use the Green-Saint-Verant representation shown in [1]:
ei = JjJl-l (H)
where I is the 3x3 identity matrix and the Jacobian J; is assembled from the dis
placement derivatives calculated previously:
J; = I + Vuf = I +
"
X/Ui
' "
3T 1
\7vi =
JT
.
V^i
. . wi .
(12)
Stress on the phyxel i is then calculated via Hooke's law, as shown in section 2.2:
Oi = Csi (13)
3.3.3 Resulting Forces
From the stress term, we calculate two sets of body forces. The first represents
elongation, compression, and shear stresses; the second acts to conserve the volume
of the deforming objectjl].
Fe = -2-UjJjCrj
Fv = -Vikv(\3\ - 1)
The total force applied to phyxel % is then
yo yj X t}UJ
you X Oyj
(14)
(15)
fi = (Fe + F)A-1 -^xVWij (16)
which is the negative sum of the forces applied to each neighboring phyxel j
f? = (Fe + F,)A-1(xiju;ij) (17)
Since the forces all sum to 0, these internal forces conserve the linear and angular
momentum of the body as a whole.
3.3.4 External Forces
To the body forces on each phyxel, I add several additional forces not specified in [1],
These include the collision forces fc and fs described in section 3.2, equations 6 and
7, as well as a drag force that acts to stabilize the simulation:
idi 0.0982mi(normalize(v;)) (18)
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This approximates the action of friction, in that the force is applied in the opposite
direction of phyxel z's current velocity V;. This drag force helps to keep phyxels whose
moment matrices become singular from disrupting the simulation.
Finally, the plate-driving force fp is applied to each component phyxel of a plate.
This force is user-specified, and determines the rate at which the collision will proceed.
3.3.5 Plasticity
Over the course of a time step, a phyxel has two sets of position coordinates, its
reference shape X; and its deformed position Xj + u^. Modelling plastic deformation
effectively requires that the reference shape at each time step, because otherwise very
large strains and elastic forces destabilize the simulation. To this end, each phyxel
stores a plastic strain tensor e\, its strain state variable\4, 1], that maintains a record
of the strain undergone by this phyxel relative to its initial position in the simulation.
The strain considered for elastic forces as described above is then tfj = e, ef rather
than j. At the end of each time step, plastic deformation is simulated by adjusting
the plastic strain and reference position of all phyxels as follows:
? := ? " Si (19)
Xj := Xj + u^ (20)
u* := 0 (21)
At this point, the phyxel's current velocity and acceleration are updated according
to the accumulated forces, and a new displacement U; is calculated from these values
for use in the next time step. The forces accumulated in this time step are then
zeroed before adding those from the next.
3.3.6 State Cleanup
As phyxels move over the course of the simulation, they must be rehashed to ensure
that the neighborhood information remains accurate. This is done after updating
the plastic state, with a new hash value being compared to the old one. If the hash
position has changed, the phyxel is moved to its new neighborhood before proceeding
with the next set of calculations.
At this point, I optionally recalculate the density pi and volume Vi of each phyxel
as described in section 2.3.1. While this ensures maximum accuracy of the force
terms that depend on vi: doing so after every time step produces a not-inconsiderable
slowdown, and seems to have relatively little in the way of visible results.
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3.4 Surface Updates
The surface representation of my plate objects is literally carried along by the volume
representation. Compared to [1, 2], on which this work is in large part based, I use a
relatively simple surface model; I briefly note differences between my representation
and that used elsewhere.
3.4.1 Displacement
As with the phyxels, I apply a displacement field us/j to a set of position coordinates
xs/; representing the current state of the surfels. The vector field u3fi is computed
from the displacement field U; applied to each neighboring phyxel i in the current
time step; for this, I reuse the the value of yu computed via equations 9 and 10. In
order to avoid tears in the surface, all phyxels whose support radius h encompasses
this surfel is considered neighboring for the purpose of this computation, regardless
of grid cell location. For each surfel, the displacement vector is calculated as:
us/i = - , r-rYW(*sfi ~ Xi, hi) fa + V^f (xs/I - X;) (22)
z^i W[y:sfi -x^ftj i
This is similar to displacement approach described in [1], except that I reuse W as
my weighting function in place of their Gaussian weighting function. us/( is added to
the surfel's position; although I ignore normal information in my simulation, a more
general surface animation scheme would apply us/; to the surface normals as well, as
described in [1, 16].
3.4.2 State Cleanup
As with phyxels, surfels may need to be rehashed after each time step to ensure proper
neighborhood tests.
In more general point-based models, additional steps are usually applied to main
tain an evenly-spaced surface sampling. These methods often include some kind of
split-merge scheme to ensure even sampling, followed by projection onto an implicit
surface to maintain fine details; see [1, 2, 5, 16]. For my purposes, the initial sam
pling is generally sufficient, and adding resampling operators requires too much of an
increase in complexity and computation time for the benefit it gives.
4 Implementation
In this section I provide details of my implementation that go beyond the simulation
loop described above, including the software structure, external libraries used, and
the initialization and rendering procedures.
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4.1 Component Overview
The software used for this paper is a combination of custom-built C++ code and
several externally developed open-source libraries.
4.1.1 Software Components
The major software components of my system are:
tectonic: The main program, containing initialization code and the collision
operations.
Class PhyxelObject: Used to represent a single plate; contains spatial hashing
and strain/stress calculation code.
Class Phyxel: Data container for phyxel properties, as well as basic update
code.
Class Surfel: Data container for surfel properties, as well as surface update
code.
Class GLPhyxelRenderer: Used to give live, visual feedback on the simulation's
progress. See section 4.3.1.
Class HeightfieldWriter: Used to save the surface representation as a height
field for external rendering. See section 4.3.2.
Class PlateBuilder: Used to generate initial plate shapes. See section 4.2.1 for
details.
4.1.2 Supporting Libraries and Tools
I used a couple of external tools to create the output shown in this paper, and a
number of other libraries to perform mathematical and image operations.
The freeware ray-tracer POV-ray[21] was used to render the height fields created
by my software.
The ImageMagick[22] suite of image editing tools and its C++ API, Magick++,
was used to perform image input, output, and drawing operations.
libgfx[24] was used for general-purpose vector and matrix math.
The Gnu Scientific Library[23] was used to perform the SVD operations needed
to safely invert A.
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Figure 4: Several 80x80 input images
4.2 Initialization
The initial state of the system is specified by a combination of command-line flags
and an input image that describes the starting landscape. All the command line flags
have default values, which are used if no others are specified.
4.2.1 Starting Landscape
The system's initial state is read from an input image (several examples of which
are shown in Figure 4), which defines the shape of the plates that will be colliding.
The input image defines both the shape of the plate boundary, and that of the plate
surface. It consists of a blue and red region, corresponding directly to the surface
of the "blue" and "red" plates. For the blue region, the value of a pixel's blue color
channel determines the height of a corresponding surfel, while the value of a pixel's
red color channel determines the height of the surfels in the red region. A pixel cannot
belong to more than one region; the larger of the red and blue channels determines
to which it is assigned.
Phyxels are distributed in an evenly-spaced grid beneath the surface representa
tion, and assigned to one plate or another according to the assignment of the surface
directly above them. The thickness of the phyxel volume ranges from 2 to 4 phyxels
according to the height of the surface. See Figure 5 for an example of this construc
tion.
Each phyxel and surfel is hashed to a grid location and corresponding bin in its
container object as it is created. Optionally, the system can be run with no surface
representation; this produces faster updates while still showing the interaction of
phyxels, but the lack of a surface representation prevents the system from creating
height field output.
4.2.2 Physical Parameters
A number of user-specified parameters are used to specify the physical properties of
the simulated plates. The parenthetical notation after each parameter notes whether
it is stored on the phyxel or object level. A brief description of its meaning and its
default value follows each parameter.
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Figure 5: Phyxels and surfels constructed from an uneven input image
Phyxel mass m: The mass each phyxel will be initialized with. Defaults to
12000, giving a set of densities approximately that of granite.
Young's modulus E: Elasticity constant; will be used to compute the stiffness
matrix C. Defaults to 45, an average value for natural stone.
Poisson's ratio v: Elasticity constant; will be used to compute the stiffness
matrix C. Defaults to 0.25, and average value for natural stone.
Collision vector: Specifies direction and magnitude of the collision force; this
vector will be scaled by the spring constant k3 to produce the actual collision
force g.
4.2.3 Simulation Parameters
Another set of parameters have no equivalent physical property, but determine aspects
of the simulation's behavior. Here I briefly describe the meaning of each parameter
and give its default value. Often these must be tweaked to get the best possible
results from a particular input image.
Grid size: The size of the grid cells used for spatial hashing and neighborhood
calculations. Defaults to 13.
Hashtable size: I use a neighborhood hashtable consisting of 125 bins.
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Figure 6: Initial state of a mostly-flat landscape
Support radius h: Radius across which each phyxel's mass is distributed. De
faults to 6.
Spring constant ks: Multiplier applied to collision force vectors. Defaults to
15000000.
4.3 Rendering
I have implemented two rendering schemes for the terrain generated by my system.
The first uses OpenGL to provide a real-time view into the plate collision, enabling
the user to stop and start the process at will as interesting stages are reached. The
second is a height field-export scheme that creates a grayscale image of the sort used
by many external programs to render terrain objects.
4.3.1 OpenGL Live Rendering
The live rendering scheme is simple enough that its use does not significantly impact
the computation time of each simulation step. It renders each phyxel as a sphere,
colored according its object membership, while the surfels are shown as much smaller
spheres. Figures 6 and 7 show such renderings.
Alternately, this scheme can be set to color the phyxels according to their hash
value, allowing the user to examine the boundaries of the spatial hashing grid this
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Figure 7: The flat landscape after 200 time steps
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effect is demonstrated in figure 8. The user can also start and stop the simulation, or
save the current terrain object as a height field image.
4.3.2 Height Field Rendering
I provide functionality to save the current state of the terrain object as a grayscale
height field, suitable for rendering in many external programs. The output of this
method is grayscale image in which pixels with high value correspond to surfels with
high y positions.
When the save command is issued, the height field image is initialized to all black.
For each surfel in the simulation, I convert its x and z position values to pixel (x,y)
coordinates in the image, and draw a circular patch of color whose value is scaled
according to the surfel's height. In cases where multiple surfels may cover the same
image region, I draw only the highest; this generally occurs when portions of the
subducting plate's surface is pulled beneath that of the overlapping plate. Over the
course of this process, I track the lowest surfel value encountered so far; once all
surfels have been draw, I set any remaining black pixels to this value to produce a
smoother output image.
Height field output created from the landscapes in figures 6 and 7 is shown in
figures 9 and 10, repspectively.
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Figure 8: Phyxels colored by hash value.
'
Figure 9: Height field output from the mostly-flat landscape
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Figure 10: Height field created after 200 time steps.
5 Results
In this section I present and discuss the results of a number of experiments performed
with the system I have detailed above. For each experiment, I show a sequence of
images showing a height field created at 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200 time steps. Beneath
each height field is a 3-dimensional rendering of the same, created with POV-ray.
Unless otherwise noted, the various physical and system parameters use the de
faults given above.
5.1 Simple Collisions
In order to test my system's effectiveness at the most basic level, I've run a number of
experiments with a relatively flat landscape (figure 11). The right-hand, subducting
plate is started at a slightly lower height than the left hand one, to encourage the
subduction effect. The plate boundary is flat, and perpendicular to the collision
vector g.
The progression of a basic, head-on collision is shown in figure 12. This result
demonstrates several important effects, all of the form we should expect from our
knowledge of real-world subduction boundaries. We can see that the subducting plate
is pulled downward as it approaches the boundary, creating a deepening trench as the
simulation progresses. Likewise, the subducting plate is compressed by the collision,
and forms a hill region just beyond the trench. Finally, the top plate is pushed upward
along the boundary to form a distinctive ridge or mountainous region.
An angled collision (figures 13, 14) produces similar results, but with the added
deformation of the plates beginning to deform around one another once they have
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Figure 11: Flat input image
room to do so. This appears physically plausible, but does not have a direct corre
spondence in real-world geology, in which the many continental and oceanic plates
are tightly interlocked.
Reducing the support radius (figures 15, 16, and 17) compresses the range at which
the collision force acts, so we do not see as pronounced an effect along the plate
boundary. This also seems to produce "grainier" results, with the surface deformation
being less smooth. This effect is not too surprising, as each surfel will be subject to
the influence of fewer phyxels in this case.
5.2 Colliding Existing Landscapes
I then constructed a series of randomly-generated landscapes with hand-drawn uneven
boundaries(figure 17), to test the system's ability to transform uneven terrain in a
physically plausible manner. Similar results are obtained, as shown in figures 18-
20, with the edge of the top plate along the boundary being pushed upward as the
simulation progresses. Trench formation is not as visible in these images, however.
The uneven boundary actually remains very similar over the course of the simulation,
although regions where the top plate pushes deep into the subducting plate often
seem to undergo more visible rise.
5.3 Varying Physical Parameters
As they are composite materials, natural stones tend to have widely varying density
and elastic constants across samples. The default mass (12000) was chosen to pro
duces densities approximating that of granite (which has an average density of around
2700 kg/m3). By contrast, setting the mass to 8000 approximates a lightweight lime
stone with density of 1800 kg/m . I tested progressions of a head-on collision with a
less massive subudcting plate (figure 21) or less massive upper plate (figure 22). The
results are what one would expect: the lighter plate deforms more easily under equiv
alent forces. The effect of reducing the top simulated plate's mass is most notable,
as it causes a visibly increased ridge height along the boundary.
Likewise, I tested the effects of varying the
plates'
modulus of elasticity across
a range common for stones such as limestone and granite. The values of 70 and
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Figure 12: Head-on collision of flat landscape with default parameters
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Figure 13: Collisions at a degree angle.
Figure 14: Collisions at a 45 degree angle.
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Figure 15: Head-on collision with h = 2>
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Figure 16: Angled collisions with h = 3
33
Figure 17: Opposite angled collision with h = 3
34
Figure 18: "Shore", "Mountain", and "Island" input images
20 are approximately the upper and lower limits found in nature for these types of
stone. The results are shown in figures 23 and 24. As may be seen there, I found
that changing the moduli within these limits did not produce any particularly visible
results; it takes a Young's modulus well outside the normal range for stone to produce
a notable change in the plate deformation.
5.4 Execution Time
To examine the execution time in detail, I recorded the time needed for the system to
advance 100 time steps in batch mode and render one height field image. The OpenGL
renderer is relatively lightweight, and its render time is insignificant in comparison
to the calculation time. For comparison, I show the time used to calculate those
100 steps with and without surfels, with and without density recalculation, and over
several grid cell sizes (tables 1 and 2). All runs used the flat landscape, which had
about 600 phyxels and 6400 surfels.
Table 1: Results on a SunBlade 1500 workstation with 1GB of RAM, running Solaris
9
cell size = 13 cell size = 9 cell size= 7 cell size = 5
No surfels 2m 20s lm38s lm 6s 38s
+ density recalculation 2m 37s lm 50s lm 22s 43s
Using surfels 10m 26s 9m 26s 9m 50s 9m 6s
Surfels + density 10m 25s 9m 30s 9m 35s 9m 44s
Table 2: Results on an Athlon 2000XP PC with 1GB of RAM, runnin 1 Gentoo Linux
cell size = 13 cell size = 9 cell size= 7 cell size = 5
No surfels 44.6s 31.3s 22.1s 12.7s
+ density recalculation 43.4s 36.5s 24.1s 14.4s
Using surfels 3m 17s 3m 12s 3m 1.6s 2m 59s
Surfels 1 density 3m 21s 3m 16s 3m 3.9s 2m 59s
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Figure 19: Head-on collisions for "shore" landscape.
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Figure 20: Head on collision using
"mountain" landscape
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Figure 21: Head on collision using
"island" landscape
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Figure 22: Collision with a less massive subducting plate (rm 8000)
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Figure 23: Collision with a less massive top plate (bm = 8000)
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Figure 24: Collision with by = 70, ry = 20
41
Figure 25: Collision with ry = 20, by = 70
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Although reducing the grid size can provide an appreciable speedup, it often has
drastic consequences for the quality of the resulting terrain. Small grids are more
likely to contain only a few phyxels, and increase the frequency of the discontinuities
that appear along grid edges. This is particularly evident when grid edges align with
the plate boundary, which tends to result in a very unstable simulation. The amount
of time used by updating the surface representation does not change with the grid cell
size, as surfels do not consider only phyxels in the same cell. This is an unfortunate
trade-off, but necessary to eliminate surface tearing along the grid boundaries in my
simplified surface representation.
Even with my simpler surface model, I have fallen far short of the performance
described in [1], which uses a much more complex, multi-stage surface representation
to ensure even sampling. There, speeds of 27 fps are achieved with smaller (200)
numbers of phyxels and 10,000 surfels; this decreases to 12 fps for 400 phyxels and
20,000 surfels. These results are achieved on a fairly typical laptop computer. The
greatest difference seems to result from their surface implementation; I made an
abortive attempt to implement the surface resampling method as is described in [1, 5],
and even in early stages found the time per frame rising as high as 30 seconds with
"10,000 surfels, even when using spatial hashing for neighborhood tests. This vast
difference suggests that their method is greatly optimized in some fashion, but their
reports do not delve into that level of detail. Given the large number of calculations
(particularly matrix operations) performed at each step, a more efficient math library
is one likely candidate.
While not real-time, the simulation is speedy enough that the user can watch
it progress without great difficulty. I have often found it easier to test a run with
the surface disabled to view the basic form of the results, and enable the surface
representation only to produce more permanent output.
6 Conclusions
I have developed a new method of creating computer-generated terrain objects that
is physically- and geologically-based. The existence of techniques for simulating the
realistic deformation of colliding objects allows us to pursue this new kind of terrain
generation, by simulating the natural processes of plate tectonics. My work has
focused on colliding plates and simulating plate subduction and the plate-boundary
features that result from it.
I have shown that this method is capable of realistically approximating certain
large-scale landscape features common to subducting plate boundaries, including
mountain ranges or ridges on the upper plate and trenches formed where the sub
ducting plate is pulled into the athenosphere. However, my method suffers from a
problem of scale; creating properly detailed terrain would require a much larger or
more detailed sampling than is computationally feasible with the techniques shown
here. It does, however, provide approximate height fields that can be used with other
physically-based terrain generation techniques such as those based on erosion [13, 14].
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6.1 Future Work
The authors of [1, 2, 3] have used their phyxel and surfel model to quickly simulate
collisions between detailed shapes and fracture; both of these factors would be a
useful addition to this system. A more complete surface model that maintained
even sampling would be required for these methods to be applied. Likewise, further
optimizations to allow the system to either provide faster updates or work with larger
landscapes would be unquestionably useful. One method of improving the speed of
updates might be to take direct advantage of specialized hardware (GPUs or physics
processors); the current implementation performs all calculations on the main CPU.
My implementation only scratches the surface of plate tectonic interaction. I
have limited myself to the relatively straightforward problem of two-plate collisions;
a fuller simulation could provide for plate spreading, the consumption and extrusion
of lithospheric rock by the athenosphere, transform faults, and systems of multiple
plates. I have not made any effort to simulate volcanic activity, a consequence of plate
subduction that has produced striking landscape features in the real world. Ideally,
a system such as this would eventually be extended to simulate the plate interactions
of an entire planet.
Simulating plate tectonics for computer graphics purposes is a new topic, and this
project presents only a first attempt. It is likely that more specialized methods could
provide better results than the very general object-deformation model I have used.
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A User Documentation
A.l Building
This software has been compiled and run successfully on Solaris 9 and Gentoo Linux.
It should work on any UNIX-based system with the required libraries installed. The
tectonic simulator requires a number of external libraries, including:
ImageMagick built with Magick++ support, v6.2.5
GNU Scientific Library (aka libgsl), vl.8
libgfx vl.1.0
All of these are freely available on the web; see the References above for the appro
priate URLs. The versions listed are those with which the software has been tested;
later versions will probably still work, while earlier ones may or may not do so.
Depending on where these dependencies are installed, you will need to edit the
makefile to set the variables INCFLAGS and LDFLAGS to the correct directories. If
all the requirements are installed in their default locations on your system, you should
be able to simply comment these out. If not, you'll need to install local copies of those
libraries and point these variables to the appropriate 'include' and 'lib' directories.
Once you have the libraries set up correctly, make all (or simply make) will compile
the software. The executable itself will be named tectonic.
A. 2 Running
The tectonic executable accepts a number of command line options that allow you
to specify most of the parameters discussed above. These options can be specified in
any order; later options will take precedence over earlier ones if they conflict.
-d : Enable recalculation of density and volume after each time step.
-/ <filename> : Read initial landscape from image file at <filename>
-t <steps> : Stop the simulation after <steps> updates.
-m <phyxel mass> : Set phyxel mass for both objects.
-rmj-bm <phyxel mass>: Set phyxel mass for only the (r)ed or (b)lue plate.
-ryj-by <modulus>: Set Young's modulus for the (r)ed or (b)lue plate.
-rp, -bp <ratio>: Set Poisson's ratio for the (r)ed or (b)lue plate. This ratio
is between 0 and 0.5 for most materials; certain very strange substances have a
negative Poisson's ratio, but none have one greater than 0.5.
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-vx <relative plate force x>: Set the relative collision speed along the x-axis
(left-right).
-vy <relative plate force y>: Set the relative collision speed along the y-axis
(up-down).
-vz <relative plate force z>: Set the relative collision speed along the z-axis
(in-out).
-k <collision force constant>: Multiply the default ks by <collision force con
stant>.
-9 <grid cell size>: Set the size of the grid cells for spatial hashing.
-h <phyxel support radius>: Set the phyxel support radius.
-s: Enable surface representation. This option is required for meaningful height
field output.
-o <output filename> : Change the output filename; default "heights.png"
-b <interval> : Run in batch mode: don't create an OpenGL view, and output
a height field every < interval> steps. The names of files written in this mode
have the current number of time steps prepended to keep them separate. The
-b option will assume a time limit of 200 steps if you don't specify otherwise
with -t.
A.3 Controlling
When running and not in batch mode, tectonic allows you to control its behavior in
a limited fashion with a few key presses. Recognized keystrokes are:
' ' (space bar): Pause or unpause the simulation.
'/': Toggle phyxel coloring mode between object-based and cell-based.
's': Pauses the simulation, and saves a height field snapshot.
'?': Prints a bunch of debugging information.
V: Toggles verbose output of collision forces (more debugging information).
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B Further Examples
I include here a number of additional image sequences (figures 25 onward) , created
using various combinations of the parameters and input files described above. As
with those results discussed above, these were run with default parameters except
where otherwise specified.
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Figure 26: Island landscape collision with a massive subducting plate (rm=12000,
bm=8000)
Figure 28: Island landscape collision with a light subducting plate (rm=8000,
bm=12000)
Figure 27: Shore landscape collision with massive subducting plate.
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Figure 30: Island landscape, slow collision (ks and g each 1/2 normal)
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Figure 29: Shore landscape collision with light subducting plate.
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Figure 32: Shore landscape, angled collision with h = 3
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Figure 31: Mountain landscape, slow collision.
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Figure 33: Shore landscape, opposite angled collision with h 3
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